Fishers for Fish Habitat
Capacity building for NSW recreational fisher
champions

Report to the NSW Recreational Fishing Trusts

Background
The Fishers for Fish Habitat program is a capacity building initiative for NSW recreational
fishers funded through the Recreational Fishing Trust’s Habitat Action Program. The
objective of the program is to:
•

Acknowledge recreational fishers advocating fish habitat rehabilitation

•

Build and support a network of fishers interested in fish habitat

•

Support a culture of active involvement in fish habitat rehabilitation within the
recreational fishing community

•

Develop information and engagement products suited to recreational fishers

The presence of the World Recreational Fishing Conference in Victoria, British Columbia
provided an opportunity for three recreational fisher champions to inspect world leading
fish habitat rehabilitation in nearby Oregon and Washington and speak to the project
managers and recreational fishing volunteers who are leading these efforts. An expression
of interest process was used to call for applications from NSW recreational fishers for this
opportunity. Applications were assessed based on : 1) the fisher’s involvement in fish
habitat rehabilitation projects, 2) the fisher’s role in their fishing community, 3) how they
are inspiring others to get involved in fish habitat rehabilitation, and 4) what they hope to
achieve from participating in the trip. The successful applicants for the field trip opportunity
were Matthew Hansen (Dubbo), Braeden Lampard (Nangiloc) and Anne Michie (Tamworth).
The three fishers were escorted by Craig Copeland, Program Leader, Aquatic Habitat
Rehabilitation. The tour concluded with the Conference which included a specific session on
recreational fishers engaged in fish habitat chaired by Craig Copeland with specific papers
on this topic presented by Craig and Matt Hansen. The participants were joined on the trip
by Mrs Paula Copeland. All of Mrs Copeland’s costs were paid personally.
It should be noted that Craig Copeland and Matt Hansen are also both non‐financial
Directors of OzFish Unlimited – a non for profit organisation established to engage
recreational fishers in fish habitat outcomes and this association was declared upfront
during the selection process. The selection process was carried out by Recreational Fishing
Trust Expenditure Committee members Bruce Schumacher and Kevin McKinnon and DPI
Fisheries staff Kylie Russell and Scott Nichols. Craig Copeland was not involved in the
selection process.
Activities
The following meetings and inspections were undertaken during the trip by the three
fishers:


Meeting and Inspection: Josh Chenowith, National Parks Service. Inspection Elwha
Dam Removal site.



Meeting and Inspection: Terry Turner Oregon State Chairman Trout Unlimited and
Todd Alsbury Regional Biologist with Oregon Fish and Wildlife Service. Inspection of
Restoration Sites on the Clackamas River



Meeting and Inspections: Darek Staab Upper Deschutes Project Manager Trout
Unlimited. Inspection of Restoration Sites on the Metolious River



Meeting and Inspections: Darek Staab and Jodi Wilmouth (Trout Unlimited).
Inspection of sites on the Upper and Middle Deschutes River ‐ completed and future
projects.



Meeting: Mike Tripp Chapter President Middle Deschutes Trout Unlimited



Meeting and Inspections: Les Perkins Farmers Conservation Alliance and Martin
Olson Fish Screens Coordinator, Oregon Fish and Wildlife Service. Inspections of farm
pumps and diversions on tributaries of the Columbia River.



Meeting: Lisa Barenek, Pacific Northwest Volunteer Coordinator Trout Unlimited,
Laurie and George local Trout Unlimited members.



Meeting: Julie O’Shea and Haakon Ogbeide Farmers Conservation Alliance.



Meeting: Justin Bezold. Project Manager Trout Unlimited ‐Washington Water Project



Meeting and Inspections: Aaron Penvose, Trout Unlimited ‐Washington Water
Project inspections of Icicle and Wenatchee Rivers rehab and screening projects



Meeting and Inspections: Shaun Hollingsworth, Pacific Salmon Foundation, Seymour
River, British Columbia rehabilitation projects



Meeting: Canada Fisheries and Oceans, Trout Unlimited, USA National Fish Habitat
Partnership, Bonefish and Tarpon Trust, Inland Fisheries Ireland, USA National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration and the UK based Angling Trust to
set up an international fish habitat network and first world Recreational Fishers Fish
Habitat Conference.

Key Learnings
Habitat Restoration Actions
The fishers and their host inspected an array of fish habitat restoration projects in
Washington, Oregon and British Columbia from small scale riverside track remediation to
the largest dam removal project in the world. The collective projects were similar, in terms
of techniques that have been employed in Australia. These projects followed established
principles in ecosystem restoration although it was of significant advantage for the group to
view the array of works and talk to the project managers and associated recreational fishers
at these sites.
The particular lessons learned focussed around




Threatened species management – this is taken very seriously and listing of a
species as threatened increases funding options significantly. Given that a number of
fish of recreational importance are threatened, many Federal and State programs
are available to provide the funding
required for works as well as research and
monitoring.
Monitoring of fisheries and rehabilitation
actions is comprehensive and ongoing. One
location visited was a small riverine
anabranch (pictured) which had been
reconnected with groundwater inputs, as
part of a larger project. This very small
tributary was monitored and, after two
years, was the site of 1500 Redds or Salmon
spawning sites. This type of monitoring
increases the willingness of fishers and agencies to pursue similar actions.



Many projects inspected had an
array of signage attached to them. In
almost all instances the projects
promoted the historical nature of
the fishery at those locations and
conversations with fishers also
focussed on either their knowledge
of what the river used to be like or
the oral history of the fish in their
river.



In most projects, even with
significant government input or oversight, the negotiations for rehabilitation were
almost always driven by non‐government organisations due to the lack of trust
landholders had with government intervention.



All projects take time and big projects take significant time. The key issue for success
in rehabilitation is in knowing there is a willingness and ability of both government
and non‐government players to commit over five to 20 year timeframes.

The success of the Elwha Dam removals was
only made possible with the adherence to each
of these issues above. A long term
commitment, strong non‐government players,
an understanding of what had been lost,
funding available to address threatened species
concerns and monitoring in place to prove the
value of the work. The Park Ranger on the gate
noted he had worked there for 20 years and
was disappointed because without the dams
some of his camping spots had flooded! – One
person’s treasure is another person’s trash.

Fish Screening
The screening of pumps and diversions in the USA is universally accepted and implemented.
In Oregon much of the work is led by the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Service (OFWS ‐ who have
70 staff devoted to fish screening and fish passage) and work with farmers is often
contracted to the Farmers Conservation Alliance (a farm based NGO). Elsewhere in the west
of USA most of the negotiations are led by the recreational fishing NGO Trout Unlimited.
Some key aspects of the screening meetings and inspections were:



There are a wide range of screens and setups for the variety of farmer needs and
river situations and getting the right screen for the right application is essential for
the ongoing success – getting it wrong, upsets farmers and the program









Most of the farmers agreed with the OFWS and Trout Unlimited that fish were
important and need to be protected from their pumping. They didn’t need to be
convinced to do it, but needed to ensure that their pumping wasn’t going to be
affected and that it wasn’t going to make a major impost on their time.

Of all the inspections and meetings this made the biggest impression with both myself and
the recreational fishers. The simplicity of some of the pumps (the demo model in the photo
was provided to me to take home and is now with Cameron Lay who is managing the MDB
Fish Screening Task Force) was important, the need to get the right pump for each farmer
made sense. The lack of widespread adoption of these types of pump screens in NSW is the
most disappointing aspect but also the most exciting given the difference we can make over
time.
The following Facebook post with Matt Hansen interviewing Les Perkins (Farmers
Conservation Alliance) and Martin Olson (Fish Screens Coordinator, Oregon Fish and Wildlife
Service) has been viewed over 16,000 times and has led to additional ABC and Prime news
coverage (on his return) and proposed meetings with Macquarie Food and Fibre as a result.
https://www.facebook.com/matthew.hansen.31521301/posts/1385599134820854

Role of Recreational Fishers in Fish Habitat Management
Throughout the meetings and inspections the recreational fisher champions were surprised
and interested at the scope and influence of recreational fishing organisations with fish
habitat and associated management as their only or at least primary goal; Trout Unlimited,

the Pacific Salmon Federation, the Bonefish and Tarpon Trust and the Angling Trust. The
influence of these organisations covered small tree planting works through to establishing
multi‐million dollar programs that involved securing corporate, philanthropic and
government funding, education, monitoring and negotiations. In some instances such as the
Pacific Salmon Federation the Government had specifically pulled out of habitat
management (and on important issues) due to the presence of the Federation. Some of the
key issues were;


These organisations clearly understood the role of education and engagement of
recreational fishers. The broad range of activities by volunteers in these
organisations on fish passage, water quantity, water quality (temperature and
nutrients), invertebrate production and role, role of riparian vegetation and
understanding of monitoring results pointed to a well‐informed community. A great
example of one of their engagement tools is high quality short videos e.g. A Better
Path: Stewardship of the Metolius River. https://vimeo.com/85454762



Trout Unlimited has over 150,000 volunteer members and the core of their activity is
education, habitat management and citizen science. What the volunteers told us and
the Project Managers confirmed was that little projects matter. They sometimes
don’t feel they are making a huge difference with these projects but they keep
groups engaged while bigger things are planned. The active part of the membership
in the five chapters of TU we spoke to was quite high with over 25% (of 300 or more
members in each chapter) active all the time and 60% reasonably active.
The Salmon Superhighway driven by recreational fishers through Trout Unlimited
clearly shows the scale of activities that recreational fishers can generate. The
project focussed on improving fish passage through culverts, with a broad array of
partners affected by road closures joining in and additional funding from corporate
and philanthropic sources. http://www.salmonsuperhwy.org/



The general level of insight into fish and riverine ecology of Trout Unlimited project
staff and volunteers was exceptional. A range of interviews with these people on
various topics is provided below

https://www.facebook.com/matthew.hansen.31521301/posts/1382875515093216
https://www.facebook.com/matthew.hansen.31521301/posts/1382779858436115
https://www.facebook.com/matthew.hansen.31521301/posts/1383700795010688
https://www.facebook.com/matthew.hansen.31521301/posts/1387560124624755



One key factor that astounded us all was work that was being proposed for fish
passage in the Icicle River. There were no man‐made barriers to fish passage in this
upper river and historically it supported large Coho Salmon populations. Growing
upstream diversions of water is reducing flows and making jumps higher, restricting
fish passage. TU project staff with local chapter volunteers have commenced a
million dollar project to address this issue moving large rocks, excavating pools and
moving the river bank to provide space for these pools. The surprising thing was that
the goal for this project was to allow just 200 Coho Salmon upstream.

World Recreational Fishing Conference
The Conference provided a great opportunity for the recreational fishers to engage with
fisheries scientists and managers from around the world although there were few other

recreational fishers present. Many of the presenters outside our habitat session spoke
about the essential /driving nature of habitat as part of the fishery but to a large extent the
bulk of the attendees – fisheries managers and researchers did not see habitat as something
that they could manage as part of their fishery – we appear to be lucky and somewhat
unique both in Australian and international terms in having fish habitat as part of our
legislative responsibility.
One significant opportunity provided by the conference was to allow a general agreement
to develop across a range of organisations to continue a broad dialogue on improving the
management of fish habitat to support recreational fisheries and increase engagement and
support for recreational fishers to participate in this activity. The organisations discussed
information sharing, establishment of an international network and a potential first
international fish habitat conference for recreational fishers. The organisations were Canada
Fisheries and Oceans, Trout Unlimited, USA National Fish Habitat Partnership, Bonefish and
Tarpon Trust, Inland Fisheries Ireland, USA National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration and the UK based Angling Trust.
Recreational Fishers Views
All three participants were, as they stated numerous times, “blown away” by what they had
seen and heard. They were particularly impressed by the role recreational fishers in the
community play in improving fish habitats and fisheries and have come back to NSW
committed to helping to make a difference. Their views are encompassed in the above
reflection but their specific thoughts have also been added in the attached summaries.

